
NAME: _________________
DATE: _________________

Project: PENCIL TO PIXELS
In this day and age, digital editing skills are in huge
demand. If you are able to build on your knowledge of
the elements and principles of art and design using the
digital medium, many doors will open up for you. If this
is something you enjoy, you may want to become an
animator, graphic artist, designer, advertiser, or video
game designer.  I hope this project will help you decide if
this is something you may be interested in.

Learning Intentions:
● I can hand draw a creative anime/manga inspired

self-portrait by using various resources (Books,
Youtube, classmates, Google images, etc)

● I can use layers and digital tools to enhance my
picture in the digital medium (Ibis Paint, Pixlr, PicMonkey, other
software/tools, etc).

● I can create a video of my work using Ibis Paint.
● I can create an Andy Warhol-inspired collage using the . Click here to see

some examples similar to the ones shown in class.

Past Examples of pencil drawings:

https://www.google.ca/search?q=andy+warhol+images&espv=2&biw=1266&bih=618&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWoVChMItpD6iOThyAIVQ8djCh3-4grT#tbm=isch&q=andy+warhol+examples


NAME: _________________
DATE: _________________

EXAMPLES:
Click here to see 2019 Examples
Click here to see some past examples of drawings.
Click here to see an example of a student’s final Andy Warhol collage.
Click here to see an example of a student’s final IBIS Paint Video.

Instructions:

1.) Your pencil drawing must be in the manga/anime style.
a.) Use various resources from books to YouTube instructional videos to create your

drawing.

2.) Elements of art and design must be incorporated into your drawings.
a.) Your use of these must be clear within your drawings (IE: proportions, lines, etc)

3.) Your self-portriat should represent you. For example, a tennis racquet, a hockey stick, a
basketball, etc

4.) It clearly shows the different digital editing software/apps and tools you have learned.
a.) Layers
b.) Collage
c.) Video
d.) Fineline

5.) You will create two final products:
a.) Andy Warhol pop art style in collage form.

i.) Must include your original drawing in the collage. This could show a step
by step collage of how you created your work or simply a create display of
what you drew.

b.) You must create a video to submit using the IBIS paint app.  Get creative. Some
of you will likely download the video and add text, music, etc using something like
iMovie.

DIGITAL TOOLS:
1.) IBIS PAINT
2.) Pixlr
3.) Picmonkey.com
4.) Photoshop
5.) iMovie
6.) Any other photo editing software/website/app

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1A5tU7XOxyJUJ8IZ_MpNRk0VxG7OQt2df?usp=sharing
https://hillcrestdiv4.weebly.com/pencil-to-pixels1.html
https://instagram.com/p/9HfpzJS7cm/?taken-by=mrhongsclass
https://www.instagram.com/p/ByogeC9noHf/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
http://www.johnlovett.com/test.htm


NAME: _________________
DATE: _________________

SUCCESS CRITERIA / RUBRIC

BEGINNING DEVELOPING APPLYING EXTENDING

PENCIL
DRAWING

- self-portrait does not
resemble you at all and it
includes nothing else that
represents you
- very little time and effort
has been put into
following instructions to
create a quality drawing
- Shows little evidence of
any outside resources
being used to create
different facial features
(videos, images, etc) in
the anime/manga style
- face is not the main
focus of the image.

- self-portrait bares
some resemblance to
you and includes 2
different objects, logos,
and items that represent
your personality
- some time and effort
has been put into
following instructions to
create a quality drawing
- has used no online
resources to create
different facial features
(videos, images, etc) in
the anime/manga style
- face is the focus of the
picture (body is not
required).

- self-portrait somewhat
resembles you and
includes 3-4 different
objects, logos, and items
that represent your
personality
- time and effort has been
put into following
instructions to create a
quality drawing
- has used some
resources to create
different facial features
(Youtube videos, images,
etc) in the anime/manga
style
- face is mostly the focus
of the picture (body is not
required).

- self-portrait resembles you
and includes 5 different
objects, logos, and other
items that represent your
personality
- significant time and effort
has been put into following
instructions to create a
quality drawing
- has used various
resources to create
different facial features
(videos, images, etc) in the
anime/manga style
- face is the focus of the
picture (body is not
required).

DIGITAL
EDITTING
SOFWARE

- shows no evidence of
use of various digital
tools within different
software.

- shows use of at least
one digital tool within a
specific sofware.

- shows evidence of use of
various digital tools within
Pixlr, Picmonkey, or other
software.

- shows clear evidence of
use of various digital tools
(Pixlr, Picmonkey, IBIS
PAINT, imovie, etc)

Digital Tools - video/pics shows no
evidence of use of layers
to enhance image
-uses very little colour for
each part of the images
in the collage
(background, clothes,
hair, etc)
- Uses very few if any
tools within software/app
- collage not completed

- video/pics shows use
of at least one layer to
enhance image
-uses several colours
for each part of the
images in the collage
(background, clothes,
hair, etc)
- Uses two tools within
software/app
- collage is not inspired
by Andy Warhol

- video/pics shows
evidence of use of layers
to enhance image
-uses different colours for
each part of the images in
the collage (background,
clothes, hair, etc)
- uses several tools within
software/app
- Collage appears
somewhat inspired by
Andy Warhol

- video/pics shows clear
evidence of use of layers to
enhance image (Ibis Paint)
-uses a variety of colours
for each part of the images
in the collage (background,
clothes, hair, etc)
- clearly uses various tools
within software/app
- create an Andy
Warhol-inspired collage

LEARNING
PROCESS

- has provided no
evidence of the learning
process from the pencil
drawing to the digital
collage.
- shows no evidence of
the self-assessment
process by using this
rubric

- has provided very little
evidence of the
self/peer/teacher
feedback process
- shows little evidence
of the self-assessment
process by using this
rubric

- has provided some
evidence of improvement
through self/peer/teacher
assessment and feedback
and indicates this in the
learning reflection
- shows some evidence of
the self-assessment
process by using this
rubric

- has provided evidence of
improvement through
self/peer/teacher
assessment and feedback
and indicates this in the
learning reflection
- shows evidence of the
self-assessment process by
using this rubric

CREATIVITY /
EFFORT

- shows little creativity
- displays little effort

- shows some creativity
- shows some effort

- shows good creativity
- shows good effort

- shows significant creativity
- shows a great deal of
effort


